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Project Managers, be careful: NDAs are becoming standards!1 
 

By Sarah Chaouche 

 

ABSTRACT  

In a world where competition is getting tougher and Intellectual Property a key asset to be 

protected, more and more Project Managers are requested to sign a Non-Disclosure 

Agreement before any negotiation and discussion with the Client.  

As the requirements of both Parties are different, it is important for the Project Manager to 

know whether or not to sign this NDA, and if so, what clauses must be included for his and 

his team best interests.  

 

Therefore, this paper is developed to analyze the different clauses of a NDA according to 

their priority from a PM’s viewpoint; and states the several but important elements the PM 

must take a closer look at in order to protect his and his team’s reputation and image. 

Based on the analysis, the author suggests that the PM discusses and negotiates some of 

the components of the Agreement and plans for continuous monitoring and control 

through the project lifecycle so he can keep a close eye on possible risks and issues that 

may arise and which could lead to a serious accusation of breach of contract.  

 

Key Words:  Confidential Agreement (CDA) - Intellectual Property (IP) - Disclosing Party/ 

Discloser - Receiving Party - Confidential Information - Leak / Breach.  

 
INTRODUCTION 

 

Motivation:  
 
In a lawsuit that happened at the beginning of this year (February 2017), Oculus has been 

ordered to pay $500 million to Zenimax after not respecting their Non-Disclosure 

Agreement (NDA).  Oculus was accused of breaching the contract signed between both 

parties and jeopardizing Zenimax’s Intellectual Property (IP), in other words Oculus was 
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sanctioned for violating copyright by using the games and code of Zenimax to make their 

own profit.  

A Non-Disclosure Agreement, also called a Confidentiality Agreement, is “a written 

contract that officially recognizes a legally binding relationship between two parties: a 

Disclosing party and a Receiving party. Both of [them] mutually understand that certain 

information is sensitive, technical, or non-public and is valuable for commercial or other 

purposes. Further, the two parties promise that they will not use or disclose the protected 

information with anyone else as they discuss and explore the possibility of entering into a 

business relationship with each other.” (From Esq, S. C. (2017, October 23). 

Non-Disclosure (Confidentiality) Agreement - Create an NDA. Retrieved from 

https://legaltemplates.net/form/non-disclosure-agreement/).   

That information shows that Non-Disclosure Agreements are not only signed for games 

companies and that lawsuits do not only happen in the technology sector. NDAs apply to 

every sector; every company of every size, and every involved people; once and if such 

agreement is requested and signed by all designated parties.  

 
Problem:  
 
Most importantly, more and more Project Managers are required from their Client to sign a 
NDA before getting any access to private information and private files as the project 
begins.  
 
This is a clue moment for the Project Manager (PM) – the Receiving Party - as it is an 

official commitment towards the Client – the Disclosing Party – that must be respected and 

understood in the big picture of all the projects and other Clients the Project Manager may 

have.  

When respecting NDAs, Project Managers may inspire trust and honesty to their Clients. 

But, if any breach to the agreement is made, then it could badly impact the PM’s reputation 

and image for future projects. 

The NDA needs to be carefully written, read and analysed to produce real beneficial for 
both the Disclosing Party and Receiving Party. 
 
The objectives of this paper are:  

- To explain, why as a Client, you would like the Project Manager to sign an NDA and what it 

should contain to best suit your needs,  

- And explore the different elements of the NDA the PM should pay attention at and how he 

should handle this Agreement throughout the project lifecycle whilst managing his team.  
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METHODOLOGY 

2. Development of the feasible alternatives:  

One of the first steps in Contract Management is Compliance: both the Client and the PM 

will have to get along about the requirements for the project and one of them could be the 

signature of a NDA in order to protect the IP and the shared information throughout the 

project lifecycle (and even after).  

Getting the Project Manager to sign the NDA is not the only important part: indeed, as any 

contract, the NDA is made up of several elements and clauses that can be added or dropped 

to better suit the needs of the Client since he is the one requesting it. This is precisely 

where the opinions between the Disclosing Party and the Receiving Party will differ and 

represent different alternatives for both, even though, for some of the elements, the Client 

and the Project Manager should get along immediately.  

Also, several NDAs can be used; but since the Client is the only one who is sharing 

confidential information, then the Unilateral NDA, also known as the one-way NDA, seems 

to be the more appropriate to the situation. As it is the most appropriate, it will be the only 

one this paper will refer to. 

  

 

Figure 1. - Fishbone Diagram2 
 

3.  Development of the outcomes for each alternative  

The Client can choose to address himself to the PM with a NDA: yet, it is a choice and not 

an obligation. Not using the NDA can represent a loss for money or future businesses; can 

lead to onerous lawyer’s fees if engaging in a lawsuit (from the Client’s and the PM’s 
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viewpoints) or the damage can even be non-compensatory if your idea is stolen and 

developed by one of your competitor, such as the Oculus vs Zenimax case.  

There are different explanations why a Client would like the Project Manager to agree and 

sign a NDA (Figure 1 – Fishbone Diagram): either he wants to hide the project from his 

competitors when exploiting new markets; or beyond the project or he might be going to 

share some internal and private information with the Project Manager, such as financial 

information from example.  

From the PM’s point of view, if a Client asks you to sign a NDA, then it could be a good sign 

(Figure 2 – SWOT analysis from the PM viewpoint) because it shows that the Client does 

care about this project and has high expectations about it.  It is also a proof to the Client 

that you respect his choice but you need to make sure you, and your team, will be able to 

respect it until the end of the agreement.   

 

  

Figure 2. – SWOT analysis3 
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Figure 3. – Multi-Attribute Decision Making – Non compensatory Model – Dominance Technique4 

N.B: This technique assumes that all attributes have the same importance. But since it is not 

the case, it is important to do another Non-Compensatory Model with the Disjunctive 

Reasoning.  

 

Figure 4. – Multi-Attribute Decision Making – Non compensatory Model – Disjunctive Reasoning 5 
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4. Selection of criteria 

Representing an agreement between the Disclosing and the Receiving Parties, each 

components of a NDA must be approved and signed by both long before the negotiations 

and the project itself get started. Since the Disclosing Party is the one requesting for a NDA, 

then he seems to be the more dominant with respect to the included clauses at the 

beginning.  

Yet, once the Disclosing Party gives the NDA to the Receiving Party, then it is the duty of 

the PM to review it and negotiate the most important clauses that would affect his work 

according to their priority (Figure 4) and the current needs of the PM and his whole team.  

The following criteria must be satisfied:  

- Agree on the clauses that would directly affect the PM during the project lifecycle 

(mainly “Obligation to maintain confidentiality” and “Representatives”).  

- Planned monitoring and continuous control through the project lifecycle to 

eliminate potential risks that could cause the non-respect of these clauses, and 

therefore to a lawsuit: constant tracking of the security systems (IT for example), 

continuous analysis of this NDA compared to the overall context (other projects, 

clients, NDAs) and supervision of the behaviour of the team members regarding this 

NDA.  

 

FINDINGS 

5. Analysis and comparison of the alternatives 

As it is a one-way Agreement, the Client is Dominant on the PM with respect of asking the 

signature of the NDA. Yet, both of them must agree on the basis of the contract before 

signing it.  

This includes the “preamble” elements of the contract: the dates of the agreement 

(effective date and duration – as a Client, you want the duration to be the more longer 

possible to make sure your information remains confidential, yet the Client must be careful 

and only ask for an acceptable duration (2 to 5 years according to some benchmarks done 

on the market; the mention of both the parties, the jurisdiction (under which law the 

Agreement applies) and last but not least the reasons for signing a NDA (as a PM you must 

ask yourself if the request from the Client seems legitimate and necessary).  

These are elements that will guide the PM and his team during the whole project lifecycle: 

concision and clarity are key factors when addressing these components.  
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The next important element to be discussed is the Confidential Information: there must be 

a clear distinction between what is considered by the Client as confidential and what is 

excluded from it (example: public information that you can find on the websites or that 

you get from another source). It is rare that this information is likely to change so the PM 

needs to deeply understand those elements before transmitting it to his team members 

that must respect it from the beginning until the end of the deal.  

Once the Client and the PM agree all of this information, then both of them are in good 

shape to discuss the next step. First, they must discuss the “Obligations to maintain 

confidentiality”: it should be included that the PM must respect the “agreement non-

disclosure”, in other words, the PM cannot mention or tell to anyone the existence of 

shared information or that a transaction is being made with the concerned Client. It should 

be also included that the PM is able and willing to assure the security of the shared 

information: for that, an IT control for instance might be undertaken so the PM doesn’t 

take any risk. Otherwise, the Receiving Party should commit to warn the Disclosing Party if 

any problem occurs (for instance, lost of a piece of information). Regular and continuous 

checks and technical tests must be undertaken throughout the project so the PM may 

reassure the Client about his capacity of protecting the information.  

Security aspect is an important part of the PM responsibility during the project if he has 

signed a NDA. The other part of it is linked to the “Representatives” clause: indeed, as a PM, 

the Receiving Party is responsible for the behaviour of his team towards the signed NDA. 

This means that he has a role and duty of making his team aware of the NDA and all the 

consequences that it can have. The PM must discuss the subject with his team, remind it 

before every meeting with his team, maybe have a “confidential” mention in the documents 

that will be used, tell his team members what they can or cannot do on professional social 

medias (put portfolios online for instance) and most of all the PM must never assume or 

think that his team members already knows the importance and possible impacts of this 

agreement.   

It is important that the “Representatives” elements be discussed before the signature of the 

NDA so the PM can get to better handle the NDA when addressing the work to be done. 

Also, I think it is important to say that the Receiving Party –the PM- should ask for more 

details about the “permitted use of the information” shared by the Client: indeed, the PM 

must negotiate with the Client the permission to transfer the shared information to the 

team members that would be involved in this project.  

Some of the Disclosing Parties may want to include a “Non-Competitive Clause” in the NDA, 

which is a “provision that restricts the Seller [the Receiving Party] from starting or 

working on a similar business for a certain number of years” (From What is non-compete 

clause? definition and meaning. (n.d.). Retrieved from 

http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/non-compete-clause.html) .  This is 
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something the PM wouldn’t want so he must be really careful if he sees a “NCC” mention in 

the NDA.   

Finally, the last thing to pay attention at is looking at the current work environment of the 

team members and current/past Clients: the PM must make sure that signing the NDA and 

transmitting it to the team members doesn’t lead to a situation of conflict of interest. The 

PM must discuss with the team members to know wether they already have signed other 

NDAs on other projects that could be contradictory. This is a good habit the PM must adopt 

at the first beginning but also throughout the project lifecycle: there can be newcomers, 

team members may be involved in other projects and finally, the PM must keep in mind the 

duration of other potential signed NDAs.  

While working on project, if the PM is offered to work on another confidential project and 

if the NDA doesn’t match with the one of the first project, then the best thing to do for the 

PM (in order to protect himself but also the team) is to refuse the second project BUT still 

respect every information or detail that the new Client has already been talking about. This 

is a crucial element for the PM reputation and image.  

6. Selection of the preferred alternatives 

Based on the different components of a NDA and their importance, but also on Figures 2 

and 3, the preferred alternative would be to accept the signature of a NDA only if the PM 

feels that he CAN respect it from the beginning until the end, even though after the launch 

of the project since most of NDAs duration go beyond the release of the project.  

The challenging part for the PM isn’t only when first meeting the Client and assessing 

wether or not he can engage himself for the project, but also if he and his team can do it 

throughout the project lifecycle. Indeed, the different needs of both parties are NOT 

contradictory as long as there is no conflict of interest or NCC that would prevent the PM to 

respect the requirements. Plus, it would be for both interests that the Agreement is 

respected and the project is deployed successfully rather than being taken to Court for a 

lawsuit.  

If any of these conditions are put at stake, then the best option would be to mitigate all of 

the risks by refusing to work on the new project, and therefore by refusing to sign the NDA.   

7. Performance monitoring and post-evaluation of results 

The monitoring and control must be done and controlled during the execution of the work 

to ensure that both Parties respect their engagements and that there is no leak or breach. 

The responsibility of the PM is high throughout the project with respect to the behaviour 

of his team members and other aspects of monitoring the project (other projects, security 

aspects, administrative aspects with “confidential” mention, etc). Once the project is done, 

the important part to look at its conditions of “Termination”: what and how confidential 

information must be returned to the Client.  
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